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Abstract 

There is evidence that early variations in the development of an approximate number 

system (ANS) and symbolic number understanding are both influences on the later 

development of formal arithmetic skills. The authors report a large-scale (N=552) 

longitudinal study of the predictors of arithmetic spanning a critical developmental period 

(the first three years of formal education). Variations in early knowledge of symbolic 

representations of number and the ordinal associations between them are direct predictors 

of later arithmetic skills. The development of number ordering ability is, in turn, 

predicted by earlier variations in arithmetic, the ANS (numerosity judgments), and rapid 

automatized naming (RAN). These findings have important implications for theories of 

numerical and arithmetical development, and potentially for the teaching of these skills.  
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development, number knowledge, numerosity judgment, ordinal number knowledge 
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Separable effects of the approximate number system, symbolic number knowledge and 

number ordering ability on early arithmetic development 

The cognitive processes underlying the development of early arithmetic skills are 

currently the topic of intense debate. Two sets of domain-specific skills, in particular, are 

seen as possible critical influences on arithmetic development. These are an innate 

understanding of magnitude (i.e., Approximate Number System; ANS; Libertus, Odic, 

Feigenson, & Halberda, 2016; Malone et al., 2019a) and the knowledge of symbolic 

number representations (Göbel, Watson, Lervåg, & Hulme, 2014; Malone, Burgoyne & 

Hulme, 2020). These skills are intrinsically linked within the triple-code model and have 

been demonstrated to predict arithmetic performance (Dehaene & Cohen, 1995). One 

aspect of number knowledge that has received less attention is number ordering: 

specifically, an appreciation of the ordinal associations between numbers. There has been 

a recent increase in research exploring this ability, which has highlighted the possible 

intermediary role that it serves between non-symbolic representations of magnitude and 

arithmetic ability (e.g., Lyons & Beilock, 2011). The current study aims to clarify the 

longitudinal relations between these foundational numeracy skills during the early years 

of formal schooling.  

Triple Code Model and Arithmetic 

The ANS is thought to be essential in the acquisition of numerical language 

systems (e.g., Verguts & Fias, 2004). Through repeated pairings, symbolic number forms 

(Arabic numerals: 5; number words: “five”) are scaffolded onto pre-existing 

representations of non-symbolic magnitude (quantity: five dots) (Triple Code Model; 

Dehaene & Cohen, 1995), thereby supporting the understanding that numerical symbols 
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represent quantities. Each of these three codes (i.e., Arabic numerals, number words and 

non-symbolic magnitude) has been associated with arithmetic ability (e.g., Göbel et al., 

2014; Malone, Heron-Delaney, Burgoyne, & Hulme, 2019b; Libertus et al., 2016). 

Moreover, proficiency in this mapping process is positively associated with arithmetic 

performance (e.g., Brankaer, Ghesquière, & De Smedt, 2014; Castronovo & Gobel, 2012; 

Malone et al., 2019b; Mundy & Gilmore, 2009; Mazzocco, Feigenson, & Halberda, 2011; 

but see Carey, Shusterman, Haward, & Distefano, 2017), with precision of non-symbolic 

to symbolic mapping accounting for mathematics performance in teenagers rather than 

ANS acuity alone (Mazzocco et al., 2011). Thus, although it is believed that the 

approximate representation of quantity plays a role in the development of arithmetic it is 

possible that this effect is mediated via its effect on the development of symbolic number 

knowledge. In this view, there is a causal connection such that a better functioning ANS 

leads to the more effective development of symbolic number knowledge (ANS  

symbolic number knowledge), which in turn relates to arithmetic performance.  

The idea that the ANS provides the semantic content which underlies the 

development of  symbolic number knowledge is a common, if controversial, view 

(Dehaene, 1997; Feigenson, Dehaene, & Spelke, 2004; Feigenson, Libertus, & Halberda, 

2013; Gallistel & Gelman, 2000; but see Lyons, Bugden, Zheng, De Jesus, & Ansari, 

2018; Szűcs & Myers, 2017). According to this view children in the early years who have 

a better functioning ANS (i.e., greater precision in the representation of numerosities) 

will learn the meanings of spoken number words and Arabic numerals more effectively; 

an ability which, in turn, supports arithmetic development. In support of this, recent meta-

analyses report a modest relation between performance on non-symbolic numerosity 
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judgment tasks (a measure of the acuity of the ANS) and arithmetic performance (rs=.20–

.24; Chen & Li, 2014; Fazio, Bailey, Thompson, & Siegler, 2014; Schneider et al., 2017; 

but see also De Smedt, Noël, Gilmore, & Ansari, 2013 who report only a weak 

relationship). Some have argued that this causal relationship operates in the opposite 

direction (symbolic number system  ANS; Lyons et al., 2018; Matejko & Ansari, 2016; 

Mix, 2008; Mix, Huttenlocher, & Levine, 1996; Mix, Huttenlocher, & Levine, 2002; 

Mussolin, Nys, Leybaert, & Content, 2016). In this view, the precision of approximate 

representations of nonverbal quantities depend for their refinement on the acquisition of 

symbolic number representations.  

It should be noted that these two alternative causal hypotheses (ANS  symbolic 

number knowledge vs. symbolic number knowledge  ANS) are not mutually exclusive. 

It could be that early in development the acuity of the ANS is a critical constraint on 

developing symbolic number skills, but that once basic symbolic number skills are 

developed, they serve to help refine the ANS. In this paper we assess the relations 

between ANS acuity (assessed by numerosity judgment tasks administered at school 

entry) and later measures of the symbolic number system in a large sample of children 

unselected for ability. 

Number Ordering Ability and Arithmetic 

Another aspect of the development of the symbolic number system that has 

recently attracted attention is the growth of number ordering ability (Lyons & Beilock, 

2011). Nieder (2005) suggested that understanding the meanings of numbers depends 

critically upon associations between symbolic representations of number. Representing 

and using the ordinal position of symbolic numbers may be one critical aspect of 
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understanding them (see Lyons & Beilock, 2011). For example, in the sequence 1,2,3,4, 

each number denotes exactly 1 more than the preceding number, as is the case with other 

comparable sequences (91, 92, 93, 94). Such knowledge can be generalised beyond the 

rote count sequence to numbers not yet encountered (e.g., without training one can infer 

that 999,999 is one greater than 999,998; Nieder, 2005). This rule-based knowledge of 

the count sequence may then enable children to perform arithmetic on all possible 

numbers (Nieder & Dehaene, 2009). Understanding of ordinality may therefore assist in 

the transition from basic ANS understanding to higher mathematics abilities. Although 

the ANS is characterised by its imprecise nature which becomes less accurate as 

magnitude increases (e.g., Piazza et al., 2004), understanding the ordinal relationships 

between symbolic numbers supports understanding of how numbers relate to each other 

irrespective of magnitude (Lyons & Beilock, 2011). 

A growing body of evidence supports a link between number ordering ability and 

arithmetic development (e.g., Kaufmann, Vogel, Starke, Kremser, & Schocke, 2009; 

Lyons & Beilock, 2009; O’Connor, Morsanyi, & McCormack, 2018; Verguts & Fias, 

2004). The ability to judge whether a series of Arabic numerals are in order is a moderate 

correlate of arithmetic in children (rs = .31 - .69; Attout & Majerus, 2017; Lyons & 

Ansari, 2015; Sasanguie & Vos, 2017, but see Attout, Noel & Majeus, 2014; Vogel, 

Remark, & Ansari, 2015) and adults (rs = .32 - .53; Goffin & Ansari, 2016; Morsanyi, 

O’Mahoney, & McCormack, 2017; Vogel et al., 2017). The strength of this association 

appears to increase between Grade 1 (r = .16) and Grade 6 (r = .55; Lyons, Price, 

Vaessen, Blomert, & Ansari, 2014).  
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Lyons and Beilock (2011) proposed that there is a causal connection such that the 

ANS facilitates the development of ordinal number knowledge, which in turn supports 

the development of formal arithmetic skills (ANS  number ordering ability  formal 

arithmetic). Specifically, they hypothesised that in addition to the ANS providing an 

understanding of quantity, it may also offer a rudimentary understanding of relative order 

between approximate representations of magnitude (e.g., Brannon, 2002) which is 

subsequently codified within the symbolic number system. In support of this theory, they 

reported that number ordering ability mediated the relationship between approximate 

number acuity and more complex mathematical skills assessed concurrently in a sample 

of adults (University students). This raises the possibility that earlier emerging number 

ordering skills may also play an important transitional role in the relation between ANS 

and arithmetic. It remains to be seen, however, if ordinal number knowledge mediates the 

ANS-arithmetic relation for children.  

To our knowledge only one previous study has examined the longitudinal 

relationship between ordinal number skills and later arithmetic performance in children. 

Attout et al. (2014) found no evidence for a correlation between ordinality judgments 

assessed in kindergarten and arithmetic performance in Grade 2 (rs = -.03 to .15). 

However, rather than using numeral triads as is typical in such studies (e.g., 1,2,3; 4,6,8; 

Lyons & Beilock, 2011; Morsanyi et al., 2017; Vogel et al., 2017), Attout et al. used 

numeral pairs (e.g., 1,2; 4,6). Arguably numeral pairs do not provide a good measure of 

number ordering ability as judgments can be made by simply deciding which is the larger 

of the two numbers without necessarily understanding the ordinal relations between them. 

It is also possible that in kindergarten, children have not acquired sufficient ordinal 
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number knowledge for it to be predictive of later arithmetic. In the current study, we 

focus on children who are in the early stages of formal education and assess number 

ordering ability using numeral triads. This will further understanding of the role of 

number ordering ability during these early years, specifically whether it is a longitudinal 

predictor of arithmetic (therefore building upon the findings of Attout et al., 2014) and 

whether is serves as a mediator of the ANS-arithmetic relation (extending the findings of 

Lyons & Beilock, 2011). This is of particular interest given that weaker relations between 

number ordering ability and arithmetic have been reported in young children compared to 

adults (e.g., Lyons et al., 2014; Goffin & Ansari, 2016). 

Other Cognitive Processes Underlying Arithmetic Development 

In addition to assessing the approximate and symbolic number systems, and their 

relation to arithmetic development, we also consider one further skill that may serve as a 

predictor of arithmetic development: rapid automatized naming (RAN). This is of interest 

as while the relation of other skills, such as executive function, to arithmetic is well 

known (e.g., Bull & Lee, 2014, Cragg, Keeble, Richardson, Roome, & Gilmore, 2017), 

the influence of RAN on arithmetic development has been less studied. 

RAN is assessed by tasks involving naming a series of pictures, colours, letters or 

digits as quickly as possible. Non-alphanumeric RAN (pictures and colours) has been 

identified as a correlate of arithmetic development (rs = .18 to .42; Cui, Georgiou, Zhang, 

Li, Shu & Zhou, 2017; Donker, Kroesbergen, Slot, Van Viersen, & De Bree, 2016; 

Koponen, Salmi, Eklund, & Aro, 2013; Koponen et al., 2016; Zhang, Rasanen, Koponen, 

Aunola, Lerkkanen, & Nurmi, 2017). Theoretically, why non-alphanumeric RAN 

predicts arithmetic performance is uncertain. RAN taps verbal associative learning (the 
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ability to learn arbitrary associations between a visual  input and a spoken response) and 

the ability to retrieve verbal labels fluently from memory. (e.g. colours and their verbal 

labels). This form of learning is also arguably important for many aspects of  arithmetic 

(e.g. learning the number words associated with digits). 

Strong associations are also evident between RAN and counting ability (e.g., 

Koponen et al., 2013; Koponen, Eklund, & Salmi, 2018). As both counting and number 

ordering rely, at least to some extent, on a knowledge of the count sequence, it is possible 

that RAN may also be predictive of number ordering ability. Perhaps, as outlined above, 

because it is a proxy for the ability to access efficiently verbal information stored in 

memory, in this case knowledge of the digit sequence.  

Another important consideration is that studies of the relationship between 

number ordering ability and arithmetic often rely on speeded measures. For example, 

arithmetic is commonly assessed using fluency measures (e.g., Morsanyi et al., 2017; 

Vogel et al., 2017), while number ordering ability is often presented in such a way that 

individuals need to make speeded judgments (e.g., Lyons & Beilock, 2011). Thus, any 

observed relation between number ordering ability and arithmetic may depend in part on 

shared variance attributable to processing speed (see also Wang, Ye, & Deng, 2020). 

Arguably RAN provides a measure of processing speed (e.g., Vanbinst et al., 2015), thus 

the inclusion of such a measure provides a way to control for the influence of processing 

speed.  

The Current Study 

We report a large-scale longitudinal study of the predictors of arithmetic 

development spanning a critical developmental period (the first three years of formal 
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education). Our primary theoretical focus is on the relations between measures of the 

ANS (non-symbolic numerosity judgments) and two aspects of the symbolic number 

system: specifically, number ordering ability and knowledge of the symbolic 

representations of number (referred to throughout as symbolic number knowledge). One 

critical issue is whether variations in non-symbolic numerosity judgment (assessed at 

school entry) are predictive of variations in children’s performance on these separable 

aspects of the symbolic number system. A further question is whether variations in the 

development of the approximate and symbolic number systems are predictive of 

arithmetic development. A tentative hypothesis is that there may be mediated relations 

such that early variations in the ANS (as measured using non-symbolic numerosity 

judgment tasks) predict individual differences in the development of the symbolic 

number system which, in turn, predict performance in arithmetic (ANS  number 

ordering ability  formal arithmetic; ANS  symbolic number knowledge  formal 

arithmetic). We also explore the extent to which early variations in RAN are predictive of 

later arithmetic development, either directly or due to mediated effects via the 

development of symbolic numerical skills. We tentatively predict that RAN will be 

predictive of number ordering ability, symbolic number knowledge and later arithmetic 

given that these tasks may all involve the fluent retrieval of verbal information from 

memory.  

 

Method 

Participants 
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Children from 11 schools in Brisbane, Australia participated. Children were 

recruited at the beginning of the Preparatory Year - a compulsory one-year, full-time 

program, which is a foundational year of Primary School and follows non-compulsory 

kindergarten attendance (Queensland Government, 2020). Year 1 represents the second 

year, and so forth. The Index of Community Socio-Educational Advantage (ICSEA; 

Australian Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Authority, 2013) identifies eight of 

these schools as demonstrating an average level of socio-education advantage (ICSEA 

values between 997 and 1090), with the remaining three having higher levels (1112-

1153). These scores are determined based on measures of family background (parent 

occupation and education) and school characteristics (e.g., geographical location and 

percentage of children learning English as an additional language). Three of the 

participating schools had an indigenous population > 4% and in seven schools > 10% of 

the children came from backgrounds other than English. 

Schools provided informed consent for children to take part and all children in 

Preparatory Year (the first year in school) participated unless parents opted to withdraw 

their child. Children were assessed at three time points: During the second half of their 

Preparatory year (Time 1; t1: n = 552; 263 boys; mean age = 69.65 months, SD = 4.19, 

range 60 – 87 months); one year later when children were in Year 1 (Time 2; t2: n = 496; 

241 boys, mean age = 81.23 months, SD = 4.25, range 71 – 99); and again 1 year later 

during the final half of Year 2 (Time 3; t3: n = 446; 222 boys, mean age = 93.40, SD = 

4.25, range 83 – 111 months). One-way ANOVAs, corrected for multiple comparisons, 

revealed that children who dropped out of the study did not differ from those who were 

retained (with the exception of a small difference in t1 non-symbolic numerosity 
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judgment ratio .86; retained: mean = 11.11; dropped out: mean = 9.46), t2 number 

reading (retained: mean = 12.69; dropped out: mean = 11.26) and t2 number writing 

(retained: mean = 5.72; dropped out: mean = 5.15), whereby those retained performed at 

a higher level). At t1, a minority of the children were repeating their Preparatory year (n 

= 11) in school resulting in an age range greater than expected for the cohort. Ethical 

approval for the study was granted by the ACU Research Ethics committee (2015-269H)  

Measures and Procedure 

 Children completed a battery of assessments. All assessments were individually 

administered except for tasks measuring non-symbolic numerosity judgment, number 

ordering ability, number identification, and number writing which were completed in a 

whole class format. These tasks form part of a larger longitudinal study; only those 

relevant to the current study are described here. All tasks were administered by trained 

postgraduate students and research fellows involved in the study. 

Non-symbolic numerosity judgment (t1). Children’s non-symbolic numerosity 

judgment was assessed using a paper and pencil test similar to Nosworthy, Bugden, 

Archibald, Evans and Ansari (2013). Children were presented with a 21cm x 14.5cm 

booklet containing three conditions that differed in the ratio of numerosities presented 

(Ratio 0.86, 0.66 and 0.57). These ratios were selected as they represent three age-

appropriate difficulty levels (hard, medium, and easy, respectively), thus capturing a range 

of performance (Halberda & Feigenson, 2008). The conditions were completed in a fixed 

order (Ratio 0.86, 0.66, 0.57) reducing task difficulty as children progressed through the 

conditions therefore minimising their frustration with the task and possible attrition.  
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For each condition, stimuli consisted of arrays of small squares that were equated 

for surface-area. Numerosity of the arrays varied from 6 to 11 in the 0.86 condition (e.g., 

6 vs. 7), 21 to 45 in the 0.66 condition (e.g., 24 vs. 36), and 5 to 13 in the 0.57 condition 

(e.g., 7 vs. 12). For examples of stimulus pairs in each Ratio condition, see Figure 1. Note 

that when designing the stimulus pairs, on occasion one of the values was calculated to be 

a fractional number (e.g., 12 vs. 6.84 in the 0.57 condition). When this occurred, the 

fractional number was rounded to the nearest whole number (e.g., 12 vs. 7; see Example C 

in Figure 1).  

Six stimulus pairs were presented on each page, with the individual arrays housed 

in a 2.2cm2 box. Children completed six practice items prior to beginning the test proper 

(36 pairs per condition). They were informed that for the test proper they would have 30s 

(per condition) to tick the more numerous array in as many pairs as possible, and that they 

should not count the number of dots as this would be too slow. A score of 1 was provided 

for each correct response. The number of correct responses was calculated, thus providing 

a measure of the efficiency of the approximate number system (cf. Göbel et al. 2014). To 

correct for guessing, any score on an individual subtest that reflected 50% or less correct 

((number correct/number attempted) x 100)) was scored as missing since this level of 

performance (at or below chance) indicates that a child was not able to perform the task.  

 

Figure 1. Example of stimulus pairs in Ratio conditions 0.86, 0.66, and 0.57 
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Rapid automatized naming (RAN; t1). Two versions of the RAN task were used: 

colour and picture naming. For each task, children were presented with an 8 x 5 matrix 

containing 8 random orderings of 5 stimuli (colours: brown, blue, black, red and green; 

pictures: dog, eye, key, lion and table), and were asked to name the stimuli as quickly as 

possible. Efficiency was calculated by dividing the number of items named correctly (max. 

40) by the time taken to complete the task in seconds. This resulted in two efficiency scores: 

one for RAN colours and one for RAN pictures.  

Arithmetic (t1). Children’s arithmetic skills were assessed using two tasks: 

addition and subtraction. To assess addition, children were presented with 2 practice items 

followed by 15 simple addition problems that summed below 20. Subtraction ability was 

measured using two practice questions and 10 test items; each question used single digit 

subtrahends with a difference score less than 10. Counting objects were provided for both 

arithmetic tests to support children in their calculations should they wish to use them. All 

questions were read aloud by the researcher, and the child’s verbal response recorded. For 

each assessment, three minutes were provided in which children were encouraged to 

answer as many questions as possible. A score of 1 was given for each correct answer.  

Symbolic number knowledge (t1 and t2). Knowledge of Arabic numerals was 

assessed using two group-administered tasks: number writing (t1 and t2), number 

identification (t1 and t2), and number reading (t1 and t2). Number identification measured 

recognition of printed Arabic numerals. Three practice trials were administered followed 

by 14 test trials during which children selected which number (out of 4) matched that 

spoken by the researcher. Number writing at t1 required children to write the Arabic 

numeral associated with the number word spoken by the researcher (items: 2, 7, 13, 28, 69, 
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and 145); reversals of individual digits were scored as errors). At t2, two additional 

numbers were added (239 and 1102). For number reading, children read aloud a series of 

numbers (14 numbers at t1, with an additional two difficult items added as t2). For each of 

these tasks, the numbers varied from single-digits to triple-digits to capture a range of 

ability levels. One point was awarded for each correct response.  

Number ordering ability (t2). Children completed a pencil and paper number 

ordering task where they were presented with 30 triads of Arabic numerals, ranging from 

1 to 9.  

For each triad children were asked to decide whether the numbers were presented 

in increasing order (e.g., 1, 2, 3 or 2, 4, 6), irrespective of distance between the items. Half 

of the triads (15 trials) were in increasing order. Within both increasing and non-increasing 

trials, the distance between the numbers in each triad were approximately evenly divided 

with a slight emphasis towards 1-distance (e.g., 1, 2, 3 or 5, 4, 3; n = 8) than 2-distance 

(e.g., 1, 3, 5 or 7, 5, 3; n = 7). Presentation of the triads was randomised both for distance 

and the order of items within the triad. Prior to beginning the test proper, children 

completed four practice trials as a class with feedback provided by the researcher. 

Following this, children were provided with one minute to complete as many trials as 

possible, indicating whether the triad was in increasing order by circling either a tick (‘yes, 

they are increasing order’) or cross (‘no, they are not in increasing order’).  

Children who scored at chance (where ((number correct/number attempted) x 100)) 

= 50% or less )) or below were excluded as these scores indicate they were unable to 

determine reliably whether the triads were in increasing order. For children who scored 
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above chance level the number of correct items reflects their efficiency in making ordinal 

number judgments.  

Arithmetic (t3). At the final testing point, arithmetic skills were assessed using 

the addition (single addends summing less than 11) and subtraction (single digit 

subtrahends) subtests from the Test of Basic Number and Arithmetic Scale (TOBANS; 

Brigstocke, Moll, & Hulme, 2016). These subtests have good reliability (test-retest 

r = .85–.93) and correlate highly with the numerical operations subtest of the Wechsler 

Individual Achievement Test II (r = .81) and school-based measure of achievement (e.g., 

Maths Standard Attainment Test; r = .72; Brigstocke et al., 2016). For each subtest, 

children were given three practice questions followed by one minute to answer as many 

test questions as possible. One point was provided for each correct answer, resulting in 

two individual subtest scores. 

Results 

The means, standard deviations, and reliabilities for all measures are shown in 

Table 1. The number of children varies across the different non-symbolic numerosity 

judgment tasks and the number ordering task reflecting the fact that not all children 

performed above chance on these tasks. On the non-symbolic numerosity judgment tasks, 

24.87% of children in the Ratio .86 condition, 10.21% in Ratio .66, and 11.01% in Ratio 

.57 scored at chance or below (chance performance = 50%); scores at or below chance 

were treated as missing values. Performance on these tasks was characteristic of the ratio 

effect, with the best performance occurring in the easiest condition (ratio .57), and 

poorest performance in the most difficult condition (ratio .86). Furthermore, performance 

in these tasks correlated moderately with each other (rs = .56 - .69) suggesting 
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commonality. On the number ordering task, a small minority of children (n = 34; 7%) 

performed at or below chance. This relatively low rate of chance performance was 

expected as by this age (almost 7-years-old) most children are familiar with the rote count 

sequence 1 to 10 (Cantlon, Libertus, Pinel, Dehaene, Brannon, & Pelphrey, 2009).  

Correlations are shown in Table 2, in which missing data were handled by 

pairwise deletion. The correlations between arithmetic ability (t3) and its putative 

predictors (t1 and t2) are all significant and in the expected direction (with the exception 

of the correlation between t1 non-symbolic numerosity judgment Ratio .86 and t3 

subtraction). Arithmetic ability correlates positively with the non-symbolic numerosity 

judgment (rs = .27 - .37) and numbering ordering (rs = .41 - .45) tasks, with small to 

medium effect sizes (Cohen, 1992). These effect sizes are similar in size to values found 

in previous studies (e.g., Attout & Majerus, 2017; Fazio et al., 2014; Sasanguie & Vos, 

2017; Schneider et al., 2017).  
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics for measures of number knowledge, RAN, and arithmetic  

Assessment (max. possible score) n Mean (SD) Score range 
95% Confidence 

interval 
Reliability 

Time 1 (5 years; 9 months)      

Numerosity Judgment Ratio .86 (36) 382 10.84 (3.55) 1-24 10.48-11.20 

.824 Numerosity Judgment Ratio .66 (36) 431 15.75 (5.37) 4-35 15.24-16.26 

Numerosity Judgment Ratio .57 (36) 427 18.98 (6.38) 2-36 18.37-19.59 

Number Identification (14) 515 10.58 (2.14) 1-14 10.39-10.76 .541 

Number Writing (6) 478 3.81 (1.71) 0-8 3.66-3.96 .601 

Number Reading (14) 436 7.28 (2.55) 0-14 7.04-7.52 .811 

RAN Colours  507 .78 (.23) .22-1.50 .76-.80 
.662 

RAN Pictures  517 .88 (.21) .23-1.51 .86-.89 

Addition (15) 523 7.50 (3.74) 0-15 7.18-7.82 .911 

Subtraction (10) 523 5.81 (3.15) 0-10 5.55-6.09 .891 

Time 2 (6 years; 9 months)      

Number Writing (8) 450 5.58 (1.57) 0-8 5.43-5.73 .581 

Number Reading (16) 472 12.28 (3.49) 1-16 11.97-12.60 .821 

Number Identification (16) 451 12.82 (2.75) 0-16 12.57-13.08 .741 

Number Ordering (30) 418 12.00 (3.98) 3-27 11.61-12.38 .572 

Time 3 (7 years; 9 months)      

TOBANS Addition (90) 435 18.65 (9.98) 2-79 17.71-15.59 .923 

TOBANS Subtraction (90) 435 11.71 (6.65) 0-48 11.09-12.34 .883 

Note. 1alpha; 2alternate forms reliability; 3test-retest reported in manual (Brigstocke et al. 2016); 4composite reliability (omega)
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We assessed the longitudinal relations between arithmetic at t3 (7 years 9 months) 

and its key predictors at t1 (5 years 9 months) and t2 (6 years 9 months) using a latent 

variable autoregressive path model (see Figure 2). This model was estimated using MPlus 

8.0 (Muthén & Muthén, 1998-2017). Missing values were handled using Full Information 

Maximum Likelihood estimators. The use of autoregressive models allows for the growth 

in a construct to be examined. Here we assess the predictors of growth in arithmetic (t3 

arithmetic) by assessing the same skill (t1 arithmetic) during the first school year. The 

inclusion of t1 arithmetic (the autoregressor) in our model allows us to determine the 

extent to which changes in arithmetic performance from t1 to t3 can be predicted from 

our other measures.  

One of the key advantages of using latent variables within this model is that they 

correct for measurement error. We first assessed the measurement model assessing the 

latent predictors at t1; this model gave a good fit to the data: χ2 (91) = 148.780, p < .001; 

Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA) = .03; Comparative Fit Index 

(CFI) = .98; Standardized Root Mean Square Residual = .03. This model was used as the 

basis for the path model shown in Figure 2. In the path model, each of the t1 variables 

were used as direct predictors of the abilities represented at t2 and t3, and the t2 variables 

were similarly used as predictors of t3 arithmetic. All latent variables in the model were 

regressed on age (though these regressions are not shown in Figure 2). Therefore, any 

relations between the latent variables are independent of the shared 
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Table 2. Correlations between measures of number-related skills, RAN, and arithmetic 

 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 15. 16. 

1. Num Judge Ratio .86 (t1) - .55** .54** .16 .09 .11 .23** .32** .25** .18 .11 .04 .08 .26** .28** .17 

2. Num Judge Ratio .66 (t1) 
.57** - .67** .28** .25** .29** .20** .27** .32** .25** .22* .16 .17 .24** .31** .27** 

3. Num Judge Ratio .57 (t1) .56** .69** - .28** .27** .31** .27** .34** .35** .24** .25** .18* .23** .27** .36** .33** 

4. Number Identification (t1) .17 .28** .29** - .41** .48** .25** .28** .30** .28** .39** .34** .43** .26** .26** .30** 

5. Number Writing (t1) .12 .28** .30** .42** - .40** .23** .27** .27** .32** .27** .39** .25** .22** .25** .31** 

6. Number Reading (t1) .13 .31** .33** .48** .41** - .36** .33** .46** .37** .53** .47** .59** .26** .47** .50** 

7. RAN Colours (t1) 
.25** .22** .29** .26** .25** .37** - .65** .31** .23** .25** .23** .35** .32** .39** .33** 

8. RAN Pictures (t1) .33** .29** .35** .28** .28** .34** .66** - .33** .24** .22** .26** .32** .28** .38** .35** 

9. Addition (t1) .28** .35** .38** .30** .29** .47** .33** .34** - .52** .38** .32** .42** .31** .48** .49** 

10. Subtraction (t1) .19* .26** .26** .29** .33** .37** .24** .25** .53** - .34** .29** .37** .21** .27** .33** 

11. Number Identification (t2) 
.14 .24** .27** .40** .28** .54** .26** .23** .40** .35** - .57** .63** .29** .40** .37** 

12. Number Writing (t2) 
.07 .19 .22** .34** .40** .48** .25** .27** .34** .30** .58** - .50** .25** .39** .40** 

13. Number Reading (t2) 
.11 .20* .27** .43** .27** .59** .37** .33** .44** .38** .64** .51** - .34** .38** .41** 

14. Number Ordering (t2) 
.29** .27** .31** .26** .24** .28** .34** .29** .34** .22** .31** .28** .36** - .44** .41** 

15. TOBANS Addition (t3) 
.29** .32** .37** .27** .26** .47** .40** .38** .48** .28** .41** .40** .39** .45** - .81** 

16. TOBANS Subtraction (t3) 
.18 .27** .33** .30** .32** .50** .33** .35** .49** .34** .37** .40** .41** .41** .81** - 
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17. Age 
.19* .23** .26** .07 .16 .13 .15 .10 .19** .08 .14 .17 .17* .20** .09 .06 

Note. Zero order correlations are below the diagonal; partial correlations controlling for age are above the diagonal; Num Judge = 

Numerosity Judgment * p < .05; ** p < .01. Note that the p values have been corrected for multiple comparisons using the Bonferroni 

correction method.  
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Figure 2. Latent variable path model predicting arithmetic performance in children. Two headed arrows represent correlations. RAN = rapid 

automatized naming; Num ID = number identification; Num writing = number Writing; Num Read = number reading; Number Knowledge = symbolic 

number knowledge; Number Ordering = number ordering ability; * p < .05; ** p <. 01 
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variance attributable to age. Any non-significant paths were removed from the initial model 

iteratively while checking they did not impair model fit. Removal of these non-significant 

paths did not result in any appreciable loss in fit (χ2 difference (8) = 14.43, p = .71). This 

model gives a very good fit to the data (χ2 (99) = 163.210, p < .001, RMSEA = .03 (90% CI 

= .03 - .04), Comparative Fit Index (CFI) = .98, SRMR = .03) and accounts for 60% of the 

variance in t3 arithmetic. The correlations between the latent variables in the model are 

shown in Table 3. 

Table 3. Correlations between latent variables 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Time 1       
1. Numerosity Judgment -      
2. Rapid Automatized Naming .44** -     
3. Symbolic Number Knowledge .48** .54** -    
4. Arithmetic .55** .50** .74** -   
Time 2       
5. Symbolic Number Knowledge .40** .45** .82** .62** -  
6. Number Ordering Ability .53** .55** .52** .62** .57** - 
Time 3       
7. Arithmetic .43** .48** .62** .58** .58** .71** 

Note. ** p < .01.  

 The pattern of predictive relationships shown in Figure 2 is relevant to a number of 

key theoretical issues. Number ordering ability assessed at t2 is a direct predictor of 

arithmetic skills at t3 and is in turn predicted by non-symbolic numerosity judgments and 

RAN at t1. This indicates that number ordering ability mediates the effects of both t1 RAN 

and t1 numerosity judgments on later arithmetic performance. Each of these mediated effects 

were statistically significant using bootstrapped standard errors (t1 RAN  t2 number 

ordering  t3 arithmetic, standardized indirect effect .15 (95% CI .07, .29); t1 numerosity 

judgment  t2 number ordering  t3 arithmetic, standardized indirect effect .10 (95% CI 

.02, .23)). This pattern is consistent with a causal theory that posits that early variations in 

numerosity judgments have effects on the development of later arithmetic skills via their 

impact on ordinal representations of number (see Lyons & Beilock, 2011).  
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To determine the extent to which number ordering ability mediates the relationships 

between t1 skills (t1 non-symbolic numerosity judgment and t1 RAN) and later t3 arithmetic 

performance, the direct paths between the t1 predictors and later arithmetic were dropped 

iteratively from the model. This caused no appreciable loss of fit to the model, indicating that 

number ordering ability completely mediates these relations (t1 RAN  t3 arithmetic: χ2 

difference (1) = .01, p = .92; t1 non-symbolic numerosity judgment  t3 arithmetic: χ2 

difference (1) = .00, p = 1).  

A further notable effect in this model is that symbolic number knowledge shows very 

high stability between t1 and t2. In line with some previous findings (e.g., Göbel et al., 2014), 

symbolic number knowledge at t2 is a powerful predictor of arithmetic at t3. Interestingly, 

this relationship remains after accounting for the effects of number ordering ability. This 

pattern is consistent with the view that there are different aspects of number knowledge 

(ordinal number knowledge and knowledge of Arabic numerals) that play partially separable 

roles in the development of arithmetic skills. Interestingly, t1 non-symbolic numerosity 

judgment did not predict t2 symbolic number knowledge. To check that the absence of a 

significant path was not an artefact of the high auto-regressive effect from t1 symbolic 

number knowledge to t2 symbolic number knowledge, a supplementary analysis was 

conducted by removing t1 number knowledge from the model. Even with this amendment, t1 

non-symbolic numerosity judgment remained a non-significant predictor of t2 symbolic 

number knowledge (B = -.03; p = .67) yet was still a significant predictor of t2 number 

ordering ability (B = .19; p = .04). This, therefore, confirms the pattern shown for the model 

in Figure 2. Interestingly, once t1 symbolic number knowledge was removed from the model, 

t1 RAN became a significant predictor of t2 symbolic number knowledge (B = .21, p = .001), 

as well as remaining a predictor of  t2 number ordering ability (B = .31, p < .001).  
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Although children were instructed to estimate the more numerous dot array in the 

non-symbolic numerosity judgment task, it is possible that they used a counting strategy 

instead. This is unlikely given that the mean number of correct judgments obtained within the 

time limit appears to exceed that which could reasonably be achieved by counting (Ratio .57: 

M = 18.98; Ratio .66: M = 15.75; Ratio .86: M = 10.84). However, the reduced level of 

performance in the most difficult condition (Ratio .86) might partly reflect the use of a 

counting strategy rather than estimation. To address this concern, we constructed three 

additional versions of the structural equation model depicted in Figure 2. Each model 

included a latent non-symbolic numerosity judgment variable defined by only one of the 

numerosity conditions (constrained for reliability). If the children did engage in counting, we 

would expect there to be a difference in regression weights associated with Ratio .66 

compared to the other Ratios (i.e., .86 and .57) given that the number of dots within the Ratio 

.66 condition was clearly outside of counting range (i.e., 30 to 45, compared to 5 to 13 for 

Ratio .57 and 6 to 11 for Ratio .87).  

The resulting models demonstrated comparable fit to that reported previously (Ratio 

.86: χ2 (71) = 135.44, p < .001, RMSEA = .04, CFI = .98, SRMR = .03; Ratio .66: χ2 (71) = 

133.75, p < .001, RMSEA = .04, CFI = .98, SRMR = .03; Ratio .57: χ2 (71) = 127.22, p < 

.001, RMSEA = .04, CFI = .98, SRMR = .03). More importantly, the regressions weights 

between numerosity judgment and number order were similar regardless of which ratio 

condition was entered (Ratio .57: B = .08, p = .06; Ratio .66: B = .13, p = .09; Ratio .86: B = 

.14, p = .06). This similarity, especially between Ratio .66 and .87, provides no support for 

the idea that a different (counting) strategy was being used in the more difficult condition. 

Interestingly, counter to the model depicted in Figure 2, these regression pathways were non-

significant. This suggests that rather than performance in a specific numerosity condition 

driving the relation between non-symbolic numerosity judgment and number ordering ability, 
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it is instead a general numerosity judgment derived from the shared variance across the three 

conditions that is predictive of number ordering ability. It is also noteworthy that the factor 

loadings on the numerosity judgment latent variable in Figure 2 are strong and relatively 

uniform, this pattern is consistent with the view that the three different numerosity judgment 

tasks reflect the operation of a common process. 

Discussion 

This large-scale longitudinal study has revealed a number of theoretically important 

predictors of variations in arithmetic development during a critical developmental period (the 

first three years of formal education). Our findings also clarify how different aspects of 

children’s understanding of number (i.e., number ordering ability, symbolic number 

knowledge) may depend upon separable earlier skills, that may, in turn, have independent 

effects on the growth of arithmetic. 

The Role of the ANS in Early Arithmetic Development 

As outlined earlier, the possible role of the ANS as an influence on formal arithmetic 

development is currently the subject of intense controversy. In this study we assessed the role 

of the ANS on arithmetic performance earlier in development (see Schneider et al., 2017) and 

in a much larger sample of children than in most previous studies (e.g., Hawes, Sokolowski, 

Ononye, & Ansari, 2019; Nosworthy et al., 2013; Xenidou–Dervou, Molenaar, Ansari, & van 

der Schoot, 2017). We found that the ANS was an indirect predictor of later arithmetic skills 

with this effect being mediated by number ordering ability. The effect we obtained gives 

support to the theoretical position developed by Lyons and Beilock (2011) yet extends this by 

demonstrating this relation is held both longitudinally (in addition to concurrently; Lyons & 

Beilock) and during the early years of formal education (as well as in adults; Lyons & 

Beilock). Lyons and Beilock suggest that variations in the acuity of the ANS may serve to 

facilitate the development of both cardinal number knowledge (how much is 5?) and ordinal 
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number knowledge (what comes after 5?). Our data support the second suggestion at least, 

and therefore helps to elucidate why early non-symbolic representations of magnitude are 

predictive of later arithmetic performance. It must be noted, however, that we examined only 

a unidirectional causal hypothesis (i.e., ANS  number ordering ability) and, although our 

data are longitudinal, they cannot directly confirm the existence of such a causal effect. 

Future research is needed to test whether this effect is causal, and whether it is unidirectional 

or bidirectional. 

 On the non-symbolic numerosity judgment tasks children were instructed not to 

count the dot arrays although the arrays within the Ratio 0.86 (difficult) and Ratio 0.57 (easy) 

conditions were within counting range. We think it is unlikely that children used counting to 

perform these tasks however, since the number of judgments made correctly (18.98 correct 

on the .57 ratio condition in 30 seconds) is far higher than could be achieved by counting the 

dots in each paired array. This assertion is further supported by the comparable relation 

between number ordering and performance in the 0.66 Ratio condition (which incorporated 

dot arrays that were clearly outside the counting range) and the 0.86 Ratio condition. In short, 

we believe that early variations in the efficiency of the ANS are indirectly related to 

arithmetic via their influence on the development of number ordering ability. This supports 

Lyons and Beilocks (2011) idea that the ANS is linked to acquisition of number ordering 

ability, which in turn supports the acquisition of more complex arithmetic skills. Future 

research, however, would benefit from replicating our results using computerised measures. 

Such measures can ensure that dot arrays are displayed for a limited duration, therefore 

preventing the use of a counting strategy. It would also be of interest to gain a more nuanced 

perspective of the longitudinal relations between non-symbolic numerosity judgment, number 

ordering ability and arithmetic by strategically manipulating the number ordering stimuli 

(e.g., increasing vs. not-increasing; 1-distance vs. 2-distance). Lyons and Ansari (2015) found 
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that performance in number ordering trials where single-digit triads were in increasing order 

with a numerical distance of 1 (e.g., 1, 2, 3) was a unique predictor of arithmetic for children 

in Grade 1 to 6. That said, there was little difference in the strength of the association with 

arithmetic performance as a function of distance (e.g., 1-, 2- and 3-distance trials) and order 

(increasing vs. mixed) (rs = .53 - .64). Even so, it would be of interest to observe whether the 

longitudinal mediative effect remains when contrasting different forms of numerical ordering 

stimuli, or whether it is general number ordering ability that is key. This more nuanced 

perspective may help to illuminate further how and why number ordering acts as a stepping-

stone between the ANS and arithmetic.   

It is noteworthy that we found no relation between the acuity of the ANS and 

symbolic number knowledge in this study (with children aged 5 to 7 years). It is possible that 

such a relationship would be evident in younger children before developmental improvement 

in number-line estimation abilities takes place (Booth & Seigler, 2006). It is well known that 

there is considerable heterogeneity in 5- and 6-year-old children’s number-line estimation 

skills (Berteletti, Lucangeli, Piazza, Dehaene, & Zorzi, 2010). We tentatively suggest that, 

number knowledge may serve as a precursor to more complex ordinal numbering abilities. 

Thus, the ANS  symbolic number knowledge relationship may develop prior to the ANS  

number ordering ability relation. If this is true, we might then also expect to find a direct 

longitudinal relation between the ANS and the more basic numeracy skills in younger 

children than those studied here.  

The Separable Effects of Number Ordering Ability and Symbolic Number Knowledge 

in Early Arithmetic Development 

Our finding of separable longitudinal relations between symbolic number knowledge, 

number ordering ability, and later arithmetic development provides the first longitudinal 

evidence for a distinct role of number ordering ability as a predictor of later arithmetic 
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development. The finding that symbolic number knowledge is a powerful predictor of 

arithmetic ability supports a number of earlier findings (e.g., Göbel et al., 2014; Kolkman, 

Hoijtink, Kroesbergen & Leseman, 2013; Krajewski & Schneider, 2009; Mundy & Gilmore, 

2009). Solving arithmetic problems presented as Arabic numerals clearly depends on 

knowledge of the relationship between numerals and number words. The measures of 

symbolic number knowledge used here reflect at least two skills: knowledge of Arabic digit 

names and also place-value understanding. The learning of the symbol set (Arabic numerals 

for arithmetic and letters for reading) and their respective verbal labels appears to be a critical 

foundational skill for the development of both arithmetic and reading (e.g., Caravolas et al., 

2012; Dehaene & Cohen, 1995; Hulme, Bowyer-Crane, Carroll, Duff, & Snowling, 2012).  

 There are strong theoretical reasons for believing that number ordering ability is 

critical for arithmetic development. Nieder (2005) proposed that symbolic numbers form a 

system in which the associations between symbols are a fundamental aspect of their meaning. 

Ordinal relations between numbers seem to depend on associations between consecutive 

items in the count sequence (3 is strongly associated with 2 because it follows 2 repeatedly 

when counting). Arguably, understanding ordinality allows the development of a flexible 

understanding of general arithmetic principles (e.g., functions such as n+1; n-1; Lyons & 

Beilock, 2011).  

The Role of Rapid Automatized Naming (RAN) in Arithmetic Development 

 RAN is established as an important predictor of reading development (Burgoyne, 

Malone, Lervåg & Hulme, 2019; Lervåg & Hulme, 2009). Its role as a predictor of arithmetic 

development is much less well established, though some studies have reported a correlation 

between RAN and arithmetic development (Cui et al., 2017; Donker et al., 2016; Hornung, 

Martin, & Fayol, 2017; Koponen et al, 2013; 2016; 2018; Zhang et al., 2017; see Koponen, 

Georgious, Salmi, Leskinen, & Aro, 2017 for a meta-analysis), and RAN and other 
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numeracy-related constructs such as non-symbolic magnitude understanding (e.g., Cui et al., 

2017). In the current study we found a mediated relationship between RAN and arithmetic 

development via number ordering ability (RAN  number ordering ability  arithmetic). 

Such a mediated relation has not been evaluated in earlier studies. The mechanisms 

responsible for this deserve further study.  

RAN depends upon associative learning (naming a sequence of pictures or colours 

rapidly depends upon the retrieval of arbitrary associations between visual stimuli and their 

names). It seems possible that RAN taps variations in the efficiency of associative learning 

mechanisms that are critical for learning Arabic numeral-number ordering mappings as well 

as letter-sound mappings. Such mappings might then in turn be critical for establishing the 

associative links that underlie ordinal number knowledge (1234; 

onetwothreefour). Although in our main model (see Figure 2), number knowledge at 

t2 was not predicted by RAN, once t1 symbolic number knowledge was removed from the 

model, t1 RAN did become  a significant predictor of t2 symbolic number knowledge.  

However, as number knowledge is typically an earlier emerging skill than number ordering 

skills, it seems more reasonable theoretically to examine the RAN  number ordering ability 

 arithmetic relation after controlling for earlier symbolic number knowledge as in Figure 2. 

Thus, the effect we observed seems to be specific to number ordering ability with no relation 

between RAN and t2 symbolic number knowledge in our study. This may be that as a newly 

developing skill, number ordering is more reliant on speeded processing than more 

established predictors of arithmetic such as number identification. In support of this the 

number ordering task used here was more difficult than the number knowledge tasks 

(Number Identification, Number Writing, Number Reading).  In the total sample children got 

77% correct across the three symbolic number knowledge tasks, however, these children  

only got 40% correct on the number ordering task.  The relatively low parallel-forms 
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reliability reported for ordinal number task should also be noted here. As children who 

performed at or below chance were also excluded from reliability analysis, this confirms that 

the task was relatively difficult for this age group. As mentioned previously, however, the 

lack of relation between RAN and t2 symbolic number knowledge may simply reflect the 

strong association between RAN and number knowledge at t1 (r = .54) and the robust 

autoregressive effects observed between t1 and t2 number knowledge (r = .82). Thus, we 

cannot definitively conclude that RAN does not predict symbolic number knowledge. 

Moreover, this lack of relation may reflect the type of RAN measure used: we used non-

alphanumeric RAN (pictures and colours) tasks here  and numeric RAN has been found to be 

more strongly related to mathematics than non-alphanumeric RAN (e.g., Pauly et al., 2011; 

Wise et al., 2008; but see Koponen et al., 2017).  

To date, no research has explicitly examined whether paired-associate learning 

accounts for the relation between RAN and number ordering ability. On a closely related 

topic, Cui et al. (2017) found RAN to be a correlate of both arithmetic performance and 

visual-verbal paired-associate learning; yet visual-verbal paired-associate learning itself was 

not predictive of arithmetic – a finding which was confirmed by Malone et al (2019b). This 

was interpreted as suggesting that the RAN-arithmetic association was not due to the fact 

they both tap into the ability to form arbitrary associations between visual symbols (e.g., 

Arabic numerals) and verbal output (e.g., number words or arithmetic facts). Interestingly, 

however, Malone et al. found that while visual-verbal paired-associated learning was not 

predictive of arithmetic, conditions that involve mapping symbols (verbal or visual) onto 

magnitude representations are key predictors of arithmetic in the early years of formal 

education. Thus, it may be that RAN generally represents the ability to form arbitrary 

mappings between two stimuli, rather than specifically between a written symbol and verbal 
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output. More research is needed to better understand whether associative learning can 

account for the RAN-number ordering relation.  

Summary and Conclusions 

In conclusion, we have found that variations in number ordering ability and symbolic 

number knowledge are both important (and partially independent) predictors of the growth of 

early arithmetic skills. Number ordering ability in turn appears to be associated with the 

acuity of the ANS and RAN. These findings have important theoretical implications for 

understanding how different aspects of the symbolic number system may play a role in the 

development of arithmetic skills. The current findings also contrast with some other claims 

(e.g., Fuhs & McNeil, 2013; Gilmore et al., 2013) in suggesting an important role for the 

ANS in early arithmetic development. From an educational perspective, the current findings 

suggest that the direct teaching of number ordering ability and symbolic number knowledge 

are likely to be important for facilitating the development of formal arithmetic skills. A much 

more contentious issue is whether the ANS can be improved by training, and whether this 

training would have any effect on arithmetic skills (see Szűcs & Myers, 2017). It is clear that 

training studies are needed to provide evidence for these causal hypotheses since the current 

study, although longitudinal, is purely correlational. If training these skills (non-symbolic 

numerosity judgments and number ordering ability) can be shown to transfer to 

improvements in arithmetic this would have very important implications for theory and for 

educational practice.   
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